Following a disaster, humanitarian logistics providers have two major responsibilities: locating trapped people and routing aid to them. These difficult operations are further hindered by failures in the transportation and communications networks, often rendered unusable by the disaster. In this work, we propose a two-echelon vehicle routing problem framework for performing these operations using aerial uncrewed autonomous vehicles (UAVs or drones). Our setup employs ground vehicles carrying drones that serve to both identify demands for medical and other aid (e.g., epi-pens, medical supplies, dry food, water) and satisfy them. We present a deterministic and a stochastic approach for handling the emergency aid delivery problem faced by such a humanitarian logistics provider. In the deterministic approach, we consider two types of drones: hotspot drones for capturing demand and delivery drones for satisfying demand. We present a framework to identify optimal routes for both types of drones following a column-generation scheme. In the stochastic case, we avoid the extra cost of using hotspot drones to capture demands deterministically and develop a two-stage robust optimization framework to handle the resulting demand uncertainty. To solve the resulting two-stage robust model for the two-echelon vehicle and drone routing problem, we combine an outer level column-and constraint-generation (CCG) method with an inner level column generation (CG) scheme. We present a case study based on real-life data from Hurricane Maria in Puerto Rico and showcase the applicability of our framework. The data generated for this research is available online at http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3610581.
More specifically, in the deterministic case, we consider two types of uncrewed aerial vehicles: (i) hotspot drones that are responsible for first setting up communications in an area and can then receive the demand requests from people in the area, and (ii) delivery drones that drop off medical supplies at the demand locations. The deterministic nature of this problem comes from the hotspot drones deployed, which capture all demands in an area removing all uncertainty; of course, this setup naturally results in larger idle times for the ground vehicles at the satellite stations. On the other hand, in the stochastic case, we assume there is uncertainty regarding demand quantities. The uncertainty is characterized by the average and maximum demand deviation at each location. A demand must be fulfilled by one of the delivery drones deployed in the disaster zone, otherwise a penalty is incurred. We follow a two-stage robust optimization approach to handle uncertainty in this case. This paper is outlined as follows. First, we provide a detailed literature review of the relevant literature. Seeing as our work is in the intersection of multiple vehicle routing frameworks, we present a general overview of mathematical frameworks for two-echelon vehicle routing problems, related solution approaches, and applications involving uncrewed autonomous vehicles (aerial or otherwise). In the next section, we provide our research contributions and highlights. Then, we move into the mathematical formulations and solution approaches for both the deterministic and stochastic environments for our problem. We finish this work with our computational results: we provide a case study on real-life data from Hurricane Maria in Puerto Rico. This is a prime example for our setup as multiple counties in Puerto Rico were left without power and communications for many days after the hurricane made landfall. Finally, we provide our concluding remarks.
Literature Review
In this section, we provide a general overview of the relevant literature. First, we discuss a series of recent vehicle routing contributions in humanitarian logistics and disaster management. We then turn our focus to two-echelon vehicle routing problems and provide a survey of the state-of-theart exact and heuristic solution approaches available. Moreover, we discuss problems that introduce drones and their coordinated movements with one or multiple trucks for optimizing deliveries. Drones have also been used for surveillance operations such as canvassing an area, so we also present relevant literature in this territory. Finally, we present work on robust vehicle routing problems with uncertain data (including uncertain demands and travel times).
Vehicle routing problems in humanitarian logistics
There is an extensive body of knowledge focusing on the application of operations research methodologies and tools for designing humanitarian supply chain networks and ensuring efficient logistics operations. Interested readers are referred to the review works in [1] [2] [3] .Vehicle routing problems in relief operations and humanitarian supply chains are an important part of this body of knowledge, and hence they have been studied by several researchers in recent years. In one of these recent studies [4] , an iterative greedy heuristic is used to solve a post-disaster vehicle routing problem that minimizes the vehicle arrival times at demand locations. Shavarani and Vizvari [5] study another disaster management problem handled as a multi-depot pickup and delivery problem, which is solved by a hybrid genetic algorithm (HGA). In another recent study [6] , a dynamic stochastic truck-and-trailer routing problem is investigated with the objective of minimizing the total travel time for last mile delivery in a post-disaster setting. The problem is solved using a modified simulated annealing approach with a variable neighbourhood search algorithm. An integrated vehicle fleet sizing and routing (replenishment planning) problem is investigated in another study [7] , where the resulting integer programming model is solved by a two-phase fix-and-optimize heuristic approach. Vehicle scheduling and routing decision following a disaster is also the topic of several other studies [8] [9] [10] [11] . Relief distribution coupled with evacuation planning [12] and pre-positioning of relief materials integrated with post-disaster delivery routing [13, 14] have also attracted significant interest. A post-disaster open vehicle routing problem is studied in [15] , where truckload pick-up and delivery of relief material needs to satisfy delivery requirements faced with limited vehicle availability and customer deadline restrictions. The optimal truck-route assignment is determined using a column generation scheme strengthened by several path generation algorithms.
The two-echelon vehicle routing problem
Two-echelon location routing problems (2E-LRP) and two-echelon vehicle routing problems (2E-VRP) are extensions of the classical VRP, where products are delivered from the depot to the customers through intermediate satellite locations. In a common setup of the problem, transportation network is decomposed two levels: the first level connects the depot to the intermediate satellite locations and the second level connects the satellite locations to the customers. The objective of the decision maker is to minimize the cost associated with both levels.
The satellite locations can either be set a-priori (resulting in a 2E-VRP) or can be part of the decision problem (2E-LRP). Both variants have been studied quite extensively over the last decade. An excellent survey for introducing and presenting the progress of the state-of-the-art in the area can be found in [16] . Exact solution methods for the capacitated version of 2E-VRP (commonly referred to as 2E-CVRP) are primarily based on branch-and-cut algorithms. The first branch-and-cut algorithm for the 2E-CVRP is given by Feliu et al. [17] to solve the flow-based model. In subsequent studies [18, 19] , several families of new valid inequalities are proposed and implemented within branch-and-cut algorithms. Jepsen et al. [20] propose a superior branch-andcut algorithm based on a relaxed edge flow model and presented a special branching scheme to guarantee the feasibility of the solution. Baldacci et al. [21] present a hybrid exact algorithm that solves the 2E-CVRP by decomposing the original problem into a set of multi-depot capacitated vehicle routing problems with side constraints. Santos et al. [22] use a branch-and-cut-and-price algorithm, strengthened with several classes of valid inequalities, which overcome the symmetry issues encountered in their previous study [23] . Among the most recent works, incorporating strong valid inequalities within branch-and-cut has received most attention. Liu et al. [24] introduce five families of valid inequalities, as well as customer grouping constraints. Their results show that optimal solutions for 2E-CVRP are very different when grouping constraints are included. Perboli et al. [25] , on the other hand introduce two families of valid inequalities. A 2E-VRP with time windows has also recently been studied [26] , where the second echelon requires deliveries from satellite facilities to the final destinations within given time windows. Two pathbased mathematical formulations were proposed and were solved to optimality using a branchand-price-based algorithm.
Due to the complexity of the problem and its numerous practical applications, several heuristic approaches are available in the literature for tackling 2E-VRPs. Among them, clustering-based heuristics [27] showcase that adopting 2E-VRP frameworks can yield better cost improvement than the VRP if the satellite locations are opened in locations between central depot and customer region. On the other hand, multi-start heuristics [28] that involve assigning customers to satellites heuristically, followed by solving the remaining VRPs with an exact method has also been promising. An adaptive large neighbourhood search (ALNS) [29] algorithm is found promising in obtaining the current best solution or improvement for several problem instances. More recently, a hybrid metaheuristic based on large neighbourhood search (LNS) has been proposed in [30] , which combines local search with destroy-and-repair principles to optimize the selections of satellite facilities. A greedy randomized adaptive search procedure (GRASP) is used by Zeng et al. [31] , combined with a route-first cluster-second and a variable neighbourhood descent algorithm.
Vehicle routing problems with drones
In [32] , the authors introduce a path planning problem for reconnaissance purposes, involving a ground vehicle and its drone with the objective of identifying minimum cost paths such that every target is visited. The fundamental assumption of this work is that the UAV has to remain in range, i.e., within a certain distance from the truck at each time point. A MILP model is presented and a branch-and-cut framework with a separation algorithm is designed to solve the problem. The effect of truck-to-drone speed ratio is found to be a significant factor on solution time. Wang et al. [33] focus on the problem with multiple trucks and multiple drones and present several worst-case results, which are found to be dependent on the number of drones per truck and the truck-to-drone speed ratio. The results have later been extended to less conservative cases in [34] , that allow for parallelized tasks by trucks and close-enough coverage. The "close-enough" term suggests that if a drone or truck is within some allowable distance from a demand node, it can be considered as served [35] . Carlson and Song [36] follow a continuous approximation approach, in which customer demands are assumed to be coming from a continuous probability distribution They found that the efficiency improvement is proportional to the square root of the ratio of the speeds of the truck and drone. To determine the path of a drone, the authors use Heron's heuristic [37] .
The resulted expected amount of service time required for each customer was found to be the maximum of the amount of time that the truck drives and the amount of time that the drone travels. An integer programming model is presented in [38] considering spatial and temporal coordination between a ground vehicle and drone for a two-echelon cooperative truck and drone routing problem, which is solved by two heuristic approaches.
Cooperative or synchronized 2E-VRP with drones involve again ground vehicles (first echelon) and UAVs (second echelon) where UAVs have to launch from and land back to the ground vehicle frequently so as to recharge their batteries or to be reloaded with delivery items. If these operations are only allowed to happen when the truck is idle at a satellite node, then the traditional 2E-VRP setup can be applied; however, if the truck is allowed to move along the transportation network during the UAV operations, then synchronization between vehicles of different echelons is required. In [39] , a survey of VRPs with synchronization is presented; another source of recent trends in cooperative truck-drone decision making and control (for military purposes) is given by Martinez in [40] .
Recently, last-mile deliveries via the collaboration between a truck and a drone has resulted in a new variant of the traveling salesperson problem (TSP) that is termed TSP with drone (TSP-D). A problem related to the TSP-D is the covering salesperson problem (CSP) [41] : its goal is to find the shortest tour of a subset of given nodes such that the nodes that are not on the tour are within a predefined distance from some node on the tour. Several generalizations and special cases of the covering salesperson problem have been studied in the literature with heuristics and decomposition algorithms being available [35, 42] . TSP-D is similar to CSP seeing as the truck no longer to visit all nodes. However, in the TSP-D, drone visits must be scheduled for each node that is not visited by the truck and so the truck and drone routes need to be synchronized. A decomposition based iterative optimization approach has been found to be promising for solving TSP-D problems [43] . Another study of simultaneous routing of a truck and a drone is done by Murray and Chu [44] , with the goal of routing a truck while scheduling flights for a single drone for minimum route makespan. The authors follow two frameworks, referred to as the "Flying Sidekick TSP" and the "Parallel Drone Scheduling TSP" and formulate both problems as mixed integer linear programs (MILP). A similar single-truck-single-drone problem is considered by Agatz et al. [45] , where an integer programming model and several route-first cluster-second heuristics based on local search and dynamic programming are presented. Another truck-drone tandem delivery problem is studied by Ferrandez et al. in [46] , where a k-means algorithm is used to identify suitable drone launch locations, with a genetic algorithm approach to solve the resulting TSP. Ha et al. [47] formulate a MILP model for a min-cost variation of the TSP-D problem and propose a two heuristic approaches: the first one was adapted from Murray and Chu [44] , and a second one based on GRASP [48] with a new split procedure. A combination of k-means clustering and TSP is proposed by Chang and Lee [49] to develop a three-step procedure for allowing wider drone delivery areas with shorter truck routes. A recent study investigated the natural extension of the single truck and single drone delivery problem to a multiple trucks and drones [50] case, where drones are allowed to return to any available truck after they have completed their trips. Hence, a multiple traveling salesperson problem with drones (mTSPD) was formulated as a MIP and was solved using an adaptive insertion heuristic.
Unlike the above studies, Boysen et al. [51] consider the scheduling and routing problem of drones for given truck tours. The authors introduce six variants of the problem and presented their computational complexity analyses. Dorling et al. [52] present two VRP models for drone delivery problems that allows multiple trips by a drone, i.e., reuse of drones and also multiple deliveries by a drone along its route. An MILP model is formulated considering linear energy consumption for drone batteries and simulated annealing heuristic is used to solve the model.
Cooperative truck and drone routing for surveillance
There is an increase in the number of studies on cooperative and unsynchronized truck-drone routing focusing on surveillance, intelligence gathering, and temporary providers of hot spots to establish communication network [53] in recent years; e.g. application of decentralized search and localization algorithm [54] , greedy strategy [55] . A vehicle-assisted multi-drone routing and scheduling problem is studied by Hu et al. [56] where in addition to routing decisions for a truck and the drones, scheduling issues are also considered. An integer programming model is formulated, and an algorithm based on the adaptive memory procedure was proposed to solve the model. A route optimization method for a moving truck and a drone launching and returning to the truck is presented by Savuran and Karakaya [57, 58] using genetic algorithm.
Most of the existing literature has focused on the placement and routing of the drones for monitoring purposes without the involvement of ground vehicles. A minimum cost drone location problem for both static and mobile targets is studied [59] with two objectives: minimization of the number of drones and minimization of energy consumption. Two heuristics were presented to solve the static problem and a centralized and a localized algorithm were used for the online version of the problem. Mufalli et al. [60] present a new mathematical model for maximizing information gathering by drone sensor assignment and routing and presented three heuristics augmented by column generation. Avellar et al. [61] study a multiple drone case, where an area has to be covered for surveillance in minimum time. Optimal Drone Positioning problem is introduced by Zorbas and Douligeris [62] to find optimal drone positions such that all the nodes are charged using drones equipped with chargers before the drones run out of energy. The problem is formulated as a set covering problem, for which an efficient heuristic was proposed. A two-phase framework for power network damage assessment using drones is presented by Lim et al. [63] .
Existing drone routing literature mostly focused on deterministic problems. Only a few studies have considered stochastic version of the problem, and only for the single echelon target monitoring by drones. A robust optimization approach is used by Evers et al. [64] to plan surveillance missions subject to uncertainty weather conditions. Similar approach iss used by Kim et al. [65] to address the uncertainty in battery capacity due to air temperature. A data-driven approximate dynamic programming approach [66] is used for determining drone deployment policies for traffic monitoring during major events and compared favourably against multi-period static deployment plan. Planning drone paths under uncertain wind direction is introduced as a Markov decision processes by Al-Sabban et al. [67] .
Stochastic two-echelon vehicle routing problems
A large number of studies have investigated the VRP with stochastic parameters, e.g. demand, deadlines, costs etc. Several works adopting two stage stochastic and robust approaches for handling parameter uncertainties can be found in in the literature. In contrast, literature on 2E-VRP with stochastic parameters is scarce. In the existing literature, no exact approach is available to handle 2E-VRP with stochastic demand (2E-VRPSD) and only simulation-based and metaheuristic algorithms have been found useful in handling this family of problems. To the best of our knowledge, only two research works have considered 2E-VRPSD. One of these studies adopt genetic algorithm based method [68] , where Wang et al. show the benefit of a GA approach with simple encoding and decoding scheme and a route copy crossover operator and a satellite selection mutation operator. The other research work on 2E-VRPSD employ simulation based optimization approach [69] , in which the authors use a Monte Carlo sampling to handle stochastic demand and employ a simulation-based tabu search algorithm with several acceleration techniques. Although tentative development has been done in solving the 2E-VRPSD, robust approach for handling demand uncertainty in 2E-VRPSD has not been considered in the existing literature.
Our contributions
From the existing literature and its review, we see that exact approaches have not been particularly successful in real-life, large-scale 2E-VRPs, such as the ones usually encountered in disaster management. In addition to that, there is no study to date that tackles the stochastic 2E-VRP problems with exact approaches; instead most research has focused on heuristic approaches and for good reason. To overcome the limitations of the current approaches, our study contributes in the development of models and algorithms for two-echelon vehicle routing problems using drones in a post-disaster environment where demand points and quantities are not known a priori. As mentioned briefly earlier in the manuscript, we follow two different approaches to handle demand uncertainty. More specifically, our contributions can be summarized to the following:
• We investigate a novel decision problem arising from the adoption of new technologies (UAVs) in a humanitarian logistics setting. We present mixed integer linear programming models and present a novel framework for solving a 2E-CVRP with UAVs as the second echelon vehicles. We present an efficient decomposition approach to break down the problem into easier to solve, more manageable subproblems.
• To handle demand uncertainty, we follow two approaches. In the first approach, we consider two classes of second echelon vehicles (drones), e.g., hotspot drones and delivery drones.
Demand is considered deterministic at the cost of using hotspot drones. We present an efficient decomposition and route generation approach for two classes of co-dependent second echelon drones that exploit the nature and structure of the problem.
• In the second approach for handling demand uncertainty, we avoid using the hotspot drones and develop a novel framework for a two-stage robust 2E-CVRP with delivery drones. To solve the resulting two-stage robust model, we combine an outer level column-and constraintgeneration (CCG) method with an inner level column generation (CG) method. In the existing literature, a robust approach for handling uncertainty in 2E-CVRPs has never been studied before. Our modeling and solution approach for robust 2E-CVRP with drones fills out this gap in the state-of-the-art.
• Finally, but equally importantly, we test the applicability of our models and solution approaches using datasets created from the disaster damage data of Puerto Rico following Hurricane Maria in 2017. We investigate the effect of various parameters and generate insights into the post-disaster relief delivery problems with truck-drone coordination.
Mathematical formulation for the deterministic case
We begin by assuming that the demand is deterministic in nature; to find what the demand is though we employ hotspot/communication drones, and hence we incur their operational costs.
Formally, we assume that in order to satisfy demand, trucks that carry both hotspot and delivery drones are dispatched and are routed from one satellite station to another. In the absence of adequate transportation network infrastructure, affected communities are not directly reachable by trucks; in addition, in the absence of communications infrastructure, the demand levels at the communities are not known precisely. Hence, when a truck reaches a satellite station, hotspot drones are deployed and the (deterministic now) demand levels in the nearby communities are captured. Once the hotspot drone returns to the satellite, delivery drones are dispatched with emergency supplies to satisfy the demand requirements. We present a mixed integer linear programming model to solve the resulting 2E-VRP with hotspot and delivery drones. The model identifies optimal routes for trucks, hotspot drones and delivery drones.
Notation and definitions
All notation and the associated parameters necessary to formally define the problem are presented in the following tables.
Sets:
, Time to reach node ∈ by delivery drone 2 starting from ∈
Mixed integer programming formulation
The full mathematical program is presented in (1)- (21) .
Subject to:
The objective, shown in (1), is to minimize a comprehensive cost function, which includes both cost and time components. More specifically, the objective function minimizes:
1. the time to start drone operations at each satellite;
2. the total time spent by the trucks at satellite locations;
3. the cost of dispatching hotspot and delivery drones;
4. the penalty of skipping a customer location; and 5. the penalty of not meeting the required delivery amount at these locations.
Constraints (2) limit the maximum number of trucks that can be used, with the number of trucks allowed to visit to a satellite location is restricted to at most one by constraints (3). Flow preservation for trucks to satellite nodes is ensured by constraints (4) that state that a truck incoming to a satellite must also depart from it. Constraints (5) dictate the time it takes to reach each satellite node by a truck. Moving on, constraints (6) and (8) ensure that hotspot drones can only be dispatched from a satellite node only if a truck has visited that node; furthermore, the number of hotspot drones dispatched is limited by the number of drones carried by the truck. A similar set of constraints, given in (7) and (9), applies to delivery drones. Constraints (10) allow every hotspot location to be visited at most once by a hotspot drone. Similarly, constraints (11) ensure that every customer has to be visited by a delivery drone or they have to be skipped, in which case ( ) = 1. According to constraints (12) , the demand at each customer location is either entirely met by delivery drones, or shortage variables ( ) take non-zero values.
Constraints (13) balance the load delivered by a delivery drone at a customer location with the load transported to and from that location through the delivery drone arcs coincident to it.
Constraints (14) limit the load transported through a delivery drone arc by the maximum load capacity of the drone, whereas constraints (15) restrict the total load delivered by a drone. In (16)- (17) , the amount of time that a truck has to spend at a satellite location is defined. The time spent is due to hotspot and delivery drone operations, and is bounded by the maximum time hotspot or delivery route originating from that satellite. Constraints (18) are coverage constraints that allow for a delivery location to be visited by a delivery drone only if that location has been covered by a hotspot drone before. Constraint sets (19) and (20) define the required times to reach a hotspot and a customer node by hotspot and delivery drones, respectively. Finally, all variable restrictions are presented in (21).
Column generation-based model formulation
Before proceeding to the column generation-based approach, we present a suitable formulation and the associated (newly defined) notation. Amount delivered at customer ∈ by a delivery drone starting from satellite ∈ by delivery drone 2 ∈ 2
Newly defined sets

Restricted master problem (RMP)
The restricted master problem can now be presented in (22)- (36) .
Subject to: Duals
The RMP formulation corresponds to the model given by (1) We present the pricing problems for generating better routes for hotspot and delivery drones in subsections 4.5 and 4.6
Pricing subproblems for hotspot drones
The pricing subproblems for a hotspot drone route s ∈ S, d 1 ∈ D 1 are given in (37)-(43). Subject to:
The objective function in (37) finds the best reduced cost of a hotspot drone route that can be entered. If the obtained reduced cost is negative, then that route is added to the restricted set ′ 2 . Constraint (38) limits the total travel time of a drone. Each drone can be used only along a single path starting from the satellite under consideration according to constraint (39) . Each hotspot location can be visited at most once per constraint (40) and constraints (41) provide the balancing of inbound and outbound arcs coincident on a hotspot location. Constraints (42) indicate the time to visit two consecutive nodes on hotspot drone route and constraints (43) provides non-negativity bounds. , 1 , , 1 , are the dual variables associated with constraints (24), (26), (28), (33) and (35) .
Pricing subproblems for delivery drones
Similarly, the pricing subproblems for a hotspot drone route s ∈ S, d 1 ∈ D 2 are given in (44)- (52) .
Objective function (44) minimizes the reduce cost of a delivery drone route. If the reduced cost is found to be negative, then the route is added to the set ′ 3 . Constraint (45) limits the total travel time of a drone. Each drone can be used only once starting from the satellite according to constraint (46) . Number of visits to a customer location is limited to at most once by constraints (47) and constraints (48) provide the balancing of inbound and outbound arcs coincident on a customer location. Constraints (49) indicate the time to visit two consecutive nodes on a delivery drone route. The load amount carried through an arc is limited by constraints (50) and constraints (51) provide the balancing of inbound, outbound and delivered amount at each customer location by a delivery drone. The non-negativity bounds are given by constraints (52) . , 2 , , , 2 , 2 , 2 , are the dual variables associated with constraints (25), (27), (29) , (30) , (31) , (32) , (34) and (35) .
We initialize the RMP with a small set of routes for hotspot and delivery drones and denote them as ′ 2 and ′ 3 respectively. To generate better routes for the two types of drones, we generate the dual multipliers from the RMP and solve the pricing problems for each satellite location and each hotspot drone and delivery drone carried on a truck. Each of these pricing problems identify better (if exist) routes and add them to the restricted route sets. With the updated ′ 2 and ′ 3 route sets, the RMP is solved again. This procedure iteratively continued until no more profitable routes can be generated, i.e. the objective function values (reduced costs) of all pricing problem stays positive.
Two-stage robust optimization approach for handling demand uncertainty
In Section 4, we operated under the assumption that demands at each customer location can be precisely known through the use of communications drones. This demand certainty was achieved at the extra truck idle time cost and drone dispatch cost due to the deployment of these hotspot drones. In this section, we move to a case where all demand is uncertain; we are simply aware of a nominal demand and a maximum possible variation for each possible demand location. To handle this demand uncertainty, we follow a risk-averse approach that considers the worst-case scenario of demand that can materialize, and we make decisions to minimize this worst-case cost. In the following subsections, we propose a two-stage robust optimization approach to solve the problem.
The approach is a combination of an outer-level column and row generation method for selecting worst-case demand realizations with an inner-level column generation method that serves to generate drone routes. We now proceed to describe the notations and model.
Notations and definitions
As in the previous section, we provide notations and definitions for this setup prior to getting to the mathematical formulations. Notation that is the same as in section 4 is omitted.
Newly defined sets ′
Set of scenarios included in the master problem
Newly defined parameters:
Demand quantity of customer ∈ in scenario Delivered quantity by a drone following route ∈ ′ 3 from satellite ∈ at customer ∈ in scenario
Recourse variables:
Missed delivery amount at customer location ∈ in scenario Υ Artificial variable (optimal solution of the recourse problem)
Restricted master problem (RMP)
First, we begin by presenting the restricted master problem in (53)- (59) .
Subject to: 
,
The objective function in (53) minimizes the time to start drone operations at each satellite, total time spent by the trucks at these locations, the cost of dispatching hotspot and delivery drones, cost of loading delivery drones, skipping a customer location and not meeting the required delivery amount at these locations, and the recourse cost of failing to satisfy customer demands. Constraints (55) indicate that, for each scenario in the current master problem, variable Υ must take at least the value of the recourse cost. Constraints (56) ensure that the demand at each customer location in a scenario must be satisfied by the delivery drone or the recourse variable takes the value equal to the missed delivery amount. According to constraints (57), total quantity delivered at customer locations by a delivery drone in each scenario is limited by the drone load 2 .
Constraints (58) are similar to constraints (5), the difference being the absence of truck waiting time due to hotspot drones. The variable bounds are given in (59) .
For this new RMP formulation, we have changed the pricing problem to include scenario dependent variables for load delivery at customer locations. The resulting pricing problem is presented in the following subsection.
Pricing subproblems for delivery drones
First, we introduce the new decision variables, as needed for the subproblems. 2 Quantity transported through arc ( , ) ∈ 3 by a delivery drone starting from satellite ∈ by delivery drone 2 ∈ 2 in scenario ∈ ′ 2 Amount delivered at customer ∈ by a delivery drone starting from satellite ∈ by delivery drone 2 ∈ 2 in scenario ∈ ′
Newly defined decision variables
The pricing subproblems for a delivery drone route s ∈ S, 2 ∈ 2 are then given by the following:
The objective function in (60) is similar to (44) , and minimizes the reduce cost of a delivery drone route. If the reduced cost is found to be negative, then the route is added to the set ′ 3 . Constraints (62)-(63) are analogous to (50)-(51) with the addition of indices for scenarios. , 2 , , 2 , 2 , , 2 are the dual variables associated with constraints (25), (27) , (29) , (32) , (34) , (56) , and (57).
Subproblem for selecting the worst-case demand
When the RMP given by (53)-(59) for scenario set ′ reaches optimality, i.e., no negative reduced cost is found from the pricing subproblem, a scenario generation subproblem is solved.
This subproblem identifies the worst-case scenario for the current solution of the RMP and for the given demand distribution. In this subsection, we present the formulation for scenario generation subproblem. The uncertainty set for demand can be written as in (65):
In the set definition, ̅ is the nominal demand at customer location ∈ , and ̂ is the maximum deviation that can be experienced by that location. Continuing, is a binary variable that indicates whether customer location ∈ experiences maximum deviation in demand, whereas Γ and Γ are uncertainty budget parameters that limit the total number of customer locations that can experience maximum total demand deviations simultaneously. Moreover, ∈ A indicates problem specific groups, which in the present case denote the different geographical areas. Each area is comprised of customer locations, which have coordinates that are within the range for that particular area.
Since the problem has simple recourse, the second stage problem for identifying the most violated scenarios can be formulated as a maximization problem. The optimal solution of the problem is denoted by (Γ ).
Letting ̃= ̅ +̃ and introducing Ψ 2 = max ∈ ∑ 2 * ∈ ′ 3
(maximum amount delivered at customer ∈ by drone 2 ∈ 2 starting from satellite ∈ over all the scenarios ∈ ) we have the following max-min problem for generating the worst-case scenario for the current solution:
This max-min formulation can be written as:
The formulation shown above can be re-written as a single linear maximization problem by dualizing the inner minimization problem of (69) . Let are the dual variables corresponding to constraints (67) . From (65), we know that ̃= ̅ +̂, which results in non-linearity by the quantity . We replace by which gives rise to the following mixed integer linear program:
Algorithm for solving the deterministic two-echelon vehicle routing model
Step 1. We initialize an iteration counter, generate initial routes for the hotspot and delivery drones add them to ′ 2 and ′ 3 , respectively.
Step 2. We relax the integrality restriction of the variables and solve the RMP given by (22)- (36) with the restricted routes. We obtain dual variables , 1 , , 1 , associated with constraints (24), (26), (28) , (33) , and (35) .
Step 3. With the duals obtained from step 2, we solve the hotspot drone pricing problem (37)-(43) for each satellite and each hotspot drone in a truck to generate profitable hotspot drone routes and add these paths to ′ 2 .
Step 4. With the updated ′ 2 , we solve the RMP with relaxed integrality restriction and generate dual variables , 2 , , , 2 , 2 , 2 , associated with constraints (25), (27) , (29) , (30) , (31) , (32) , (34) , and (35) .
Step 5. With the duals obtained from step 4, we solve the delivery drone pricing problem (44)- (52) for each satellite and each delivery drone carried in a truck to generate profitable delivery drone routes and add these paths to ′ 3 .
Step 6a. If all reduced costs obtained from steps 3 and 5 are positive, then we solve the RMP with integrality restriction and obtain the optimal solution.
Step 6b. If any of the reduced costs from steps 3 or 5 is negative, we go back to step 2.
Algorithm for solving the two-stage robust two-echelon vehicle routing model
Step 1. We initialize an iteration counter, lower and upper bounds, and provide an initial scenario set: = 1, 1 = 0, 1 = ∞, 1 = ∅. We generate initial routes for the delivery drone and add them to ′ 3 . We select an arbitrary demand scenario (e.g., each customer location at their nominal demand) and add it to the scenario set 1 .
Step 2. We run the RMP given by (53)-(59) with the restricted route set and scenario set and generate dual variables , 2 , , 2 , 2 , , , 2 associated with constraints (25), (27), (29) , (32) , (34) , (35) , (56) , and (57).
Step 3. Using a column generation approach, we generate profitable drone routes and add them to ′ 3 until no negative reduced cost can be found from the pricing problems given by (60)-(64) for the current set of scenarios .
Step Step 6a. If ( − ) > , the new demand scenario is added to the current scenario set .
The corresponding demand of this scenario is given by = ̅ +̂. New column is added for the variables and new rows are added according to constraints (55)-(57), and we go back to step 2.
Step 6b. If ( − ) ≤ , then the solution for the current scenario set is capable of covering the worst-case demand scenario for the given distribution.
Case study
In this section, we test our models and solution approaches using a dataset simulating the postdisaster conditions of Puerto Rico after Hurricane Maria in 2017. More specifically, we created data sets with three different sizes, that is with 60, 90, and 120 demand locations (zip codes) and For every zip code, we determine its maximum possible demand deviation from the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) data for the communications network outages in all Puerto Rico counties following Hurricane Maria [70] . The FCC data contains the percentages of network outage in Puerto Rico at a county level. The maximum demand deviation is calculated based on the FCC data for communication network availability. We make the assumption that areas that have no or little cell coverage will also exhibit potentially higher demand deviations. For our data generation, we used the average of the first two weeks network outage percentages for each county.
The averages were then translated into zip code level outages by normalizing them according to the population levels. The resulting zip code level outages are considered as maximum deviations in demand and denoted as ̂ in the two-stage robust optimization model.
For the deterministic model, we consider 40 hotspot locations. Hotspot drones dispatched from a satellite location can only visit a subset of these 40 locations. Further, when a hotspot drone reaches a hotspot location, all demand information from the affected zip codes (demand locations) can be captured so long as these zip codes are within communications range from the hotspot location. All the data that was generated as part of this research has been made available online at http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3610581. We consider a fleet of three trucks, and each truck is equipped with one hotspot drone (in the deterministic case), and 6-8 delivery drones (in both deterministic and robust cases). We consider three different load capacities for the delivery drones and investigate their effect on the total cost.
In the robust case, we consider two different uncertainty budgets Γ: 25% and 50%, which indicate the fraction of demand locations that can experience maximum demand variation at the same time.
For the parameter Γ , we consider at most 50% of the demand locations in each geographic subregion can experience simultaneous maximum demand deviation. The summary of our numerical experiment results are given in the following Tables 1-3 . Next, we compare the results from the deterministic model and the two-stage robust model for nine different datasets for each of 60, 90, and 120 demand location cases. For each dataset, we run the robust model to optimality and take the expected demand value from the scenarios present in the final iteration of the model. With this expected demand, we run the deterministic model. The
following Tables 4-6 show the result summary obtained from the two models.
